RoHS Compliant

MODEL# HMA6-XXXYY

1st SUFFIX = CONNECTOR TYPE
2nd SUFFIX = CABLE LENGTH (FT)
01 TO 10 FEET (+1 INCH, -0)

APM  ALPROX MALE
MC   MC CARD MALE
MCX  MCX MALE
MM   MMCX MALE
MMR  MMCX R/A
NM   N-MALE
RSP  RP SMA PLUG
RJI  RP TNC JACK
KTP  RP TNC PLUG
SEP  SE PLUG
SM   SMA MALE
SMR  SMA MALE R/A
SBP  SBP PLUG
SBJ  SBJ JACK
SNP  SMA NANO PLUG
NF   N-FEMALE
RBP  RP BNC PLUG
RSJ  RP SMA JACK
TM   TNC MALE
BM   BNC MALE

EXAMPLE:
HMA6-NF02

NOTES:
PACKAGING:
COMPONENT SHALL BE PACKAGED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH L-COM SPEC PKG-00012.
-ALL DIMENSIONS FOR REFERENCE-

DIMENSIONAL TOLERANCES:
XF = ± .1
XXF = ± .01
XXXF = ± .005

ANGULAR TOLERANCES:
ALL = ± 1°

SEE CHART FOR
CONNECTOR TYPE

SEE CHART FOR
CABLE LENGTH

RoHS Compliant ✚